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Chapter 1

Introduction

What is happening in the world right now? This is a question that is easy to pose, but hard to answer. For the last century we have relied on professional curators to help us answer this question. Newspapers and television news programs helped twentieth century citizens identify issues to focus on.

Today’s predominantly search-based world event interfaces make it very easy for us to find what we want, but not necessarily easy to find information beyond the borders of our familiar environments. Furthermore, the fact that search-based interfaces are heavily reliant on text to convey information makes it difficult to get an understanding of world events at a glance. Consequently, exploration is typically difficult and time consuming.

In addition to the need for a visual interface that affords exploration, there is a need to consider more diverse sources of information. In the past, established broadcasters such as CNN, Fox News and NBC News, were the main sources for news video production and dissemination. The rise of platforms such as YouTube, represent a challenge to the traditional model. A 2012 Pew study comparing trends of YouTube with broadcast news, remarked: “For the news industry, the growth of YouTube and other video sharing sites represent a significant opportunity and also a challenge” [5]. While original news production is available on YouTube, it remains largely outside the purview of current news aggregators, which typically focus on sourcing text articles from major news establishments.
To construct a portrait of world events at present, therefore we ought to look at the nexus of textual web content, web video, and broadcast television. In order to “look” at these everyday media sources in an automated fashion, two main components are required. The first component is an ingestion layer. This layer looks at sources of interest, such as news websites, internet video repositories or even cable television channels and extracts data. The second layer is an analysis layer. This layer is responsible for taking the raw data acquired from the first layer, and extracting or producing useful information from the source data, in order to impose structure between relevant pieces of media. These two layers are realized in this thesis through the development of Constellation, an overarching media aggregation and analysis framework.

1.1 Context of Thesis Work

The work described in this thesis grew out of the Ultimate Media program at the MIT Media Lab. Ultimate Media is a joint program between the Viral Spaces and Object Based Media groups, which was started in reaction to the recognition that our visual media experiences had remained both markedly underdeveloped and isolated. Traditional television and media systems were continuously built with the interests and limitations of content creators and manufacturers alike in mind. To address these shortcomings, the Ultimate Media program investigates frontiers of media experiences that include data-driven media presentation and generation, social integration, and new paradigms for remote control. The focus of the program is to concentrate on creating the best experiences for the people who use, interact and express themselves through media, without the confining shackles of traditional media business considerations.

Many of today’s media interfaces from cable boxes to broadcast television, to Internet video repositories, are built by corporations with particular legal restrictions, content contracts, revenue generation strategies and agendas. These factors culminate in an experience that does not place end users at the focal point of media, but rather
at the periphery, forcing end users to ultimately adapt their behaviors to the facilities and goals of a particular media conglomerate. The Ultimate Media program seeks to reverse the bit on traditional media interfaces and to enshrine users at the center of the media universe. WorldLens represents this ethos as it scours information and media across typically disparate sources of media and brings the resultant broadcast and web content together in a unified way, unlike many of the services of today.

1.2 Thesis Vision

The goal of this thesis is threefold. First, to develop a system capable of visually answering the question of what is happening in the world. Second, to illustrate the potential of interfaces that do not rely on a priori search terms to funnel users towards particular pieces of content, but instead enable open and informative exploration. The latter allows users to discover content they would not have searched for or otherwise encountered on their own. Third, to illustrate the value of adjoining related media from typically isolated content sources, such as broadcast television and web articles.

This thesis envisions the WorldLens as a fixture in the home. Instead of an empty black frame sitting in the living room in the morning, I envisage WorldLens serving as a lively window into world events. As the resolution of consumer televisions continue to increase, and touch-based interfaces continue to see increased adoption, the living room screens of the future are poised to play a much larger role in peoples daily lives, and it is in that context which I see WorldLens thriving.

1.3 Thesis Map

Chapter 2 of this thesis examines the background and history behind news aggregation, including both the underlying technical methods used to aggregate and cluster news. The latter portion of chapter 2 examines the development and use of 3D user interfaces in academia and mainstream applications, as well as existing news aggregation and visualization services.
Chapter 3 focuses on the architecture and implementation of Constellation, the media analytics framework. Chapter 4 focuses on design iterations for the WorldLens visualization. Chapter 5 presents the final version of the WorldLens interface and its associated interaction experience as well as an evaluation of the system. Chapter 6 examines future work and additional applications of WorldLens and its associated infrastructure. Rounding out the thesis, Chapter 7 offers conclusions and final thoughts.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Aggregators and Content Analysis

In 1945 Dr. Vannevar Bush imagined Memex, a machine that could store various types of content in microfilm form. Bush envisioned that the Memex would include “books of all sorts, pictures, current periodicals, newspapers” [3]. Consequently, Memex can be seen as an early concept for a content aggregator. Perhaps more importantly, however, Bush recognized that the importance was not merely creating a content repository, but more crucially, he recognized the value in understanding underlying structural connections inherent in the repository. As Bush wrote: “This is the essential feature of the memex. The process of tying two items together is the important thing.”

![Memex illustration.](image)

Figure 2-1: Memex illustration.

Nearly thirty years later, in 1972 Dr. Karen Sparck Jones had an idea that could facilitate Bush’s “essential feature.” Historically, in the area of document analysis, term frequency (tf) was regarded as a salient factor in understanding the importance...
of particular words to a document. In 1958, thirteen years after Bush published his vision for the Memex, Hans Luhn a computer scientist working for IBM had put forward what now seems like a trivial idea: “It is here proposed that the frequency of word occurrence in an article furnishes a useful measurement of word significance [20].” Luhn had been working on automatically creating abstracts, and as part of that process he promoted the use of term frequency as a key “ingredient” in understanding the relevance of particular frequent words to a given article [22].

Going beyond Luhn’s work, Jones key insight was to highlight the value of examining inverse document frequency. Whereas Luhn was primarily “thinking about word frequency within individual documents”, Jones realized that not all words in a search query should be considered equal, and in fact terms could be weighted based upon a corpus of documents to provide better results [17].

As a very simplified illustration, consider the search query, “tallest building in Brooklyn.” A naïve information retrieval system could have had any documents containing the terms “tallest”, “building”, and “in” on par with documents containing the term “Brooklyn”. With this naïve approach it is possible, and indeed likely, that there could be many highly ranked search results that have nothing to do with “Brooklyn” at all, and thus are most likely useless to the querying user. Jones however proposed the use of inverse document frequency [15], which could weigh query terms in inverse proportion to their frequency throughout the document corpus. Therefore, frequent terms such as “in”, “is”, etcetera, would no longer be on par with less frequent terms. As a direct result of Jones work, Dr. Gerard Salton another pioneering figure in information retrieval, published the concept for using term frequency inverse document frequency weighting [31]. Combining both the aspects of the term frequency (number of times a word appears in a document) and the inverse document frequency (a measure of the words frequency throughout a corpus of documents) Salton developed a critical underpinning for the information retrieval systems. AltaVista, one of the first early web engines founded in 1995, used tf-idf [16]. The combined work of Jones and Salton would also provide an important basis for the first automated news aggregators.
In 2002 a team working at Columbia University launched NewsBlaster. NewsBlaster was an early Internet news aggregator that analyzed content from various sources, and could cluster related articles based on the textual content of the articles.

![Figure 2-2: Screenshot showing article clusters in Newsblaster.](image)

To achieve the clustering, NewsBlaster built off the work of Jones and Salton and leveraged tf-idf [23]. Tf-idf is used in the context of Newsblaster to determine both the relevant broad category, and specific event cluster for a given article. The Newsblaster site still functions as of April 2014.

Also in 2002, Google launched Google News, the company’s news content aggregator that gathers articles from sources across the world. The news displayed to users is selected based on attributes such as story location, time, and popularity. Google News is known for its use of collaborative filtering, whereby users actual consumption patterns and preferences are considered as part of its analysis [9]. While the precise mechanics of Google News are proprietary, it is known that traditional Google Search uses tf-idf as part of its search strategy. Mark Levene in his textbook An Introduction to Search Engines and Web Navigation, under a section titled Combining Link
Analysis with Content Relevance, writes: “The way in which Google combines the PageRank of a page with its content relevance measures such as TF-IDF is one of its well kept secrets” [19]. While the inner workings of Google News are not completely transparent, it is indeed likely that Google’s News algorithms include tf-idf (or a similar variant thereof) as one of the metrics that it uses to evaluate and group news stories.

### 2.1.1 Named Entity Extraction

Beyond the macro picture of evaluating document level metrics, there are also more detailed pieces of information that can be useful and representative. A named entity extractor is a tool that given a string of text can extract and classify words of interest, including people, companies, organizations, places, etcetera. For instance, running the sentence “Washington D.C. is the capital city of the United States”. through Calais [27] identifies two named entities in the sentence. It recognizes Washington D.C. as a city and the United States as a country. Calais uses machine learning, natural language processing and tagged data from Thomson Reuters data repository in order to discern named entities from the raw text. Named entity extraction tools used in conjunction with tf-idf techniques across a corpus, can be useful tools for both extracting keywords of interest from an item in the corpus (named entity extraction) as well as determining the relevance of particular entities to a given document (tf-idf).

### 2.2 News Visualization

In 1999, The City of News project from the MIT Media Lab, investigated novel 3D user interaction paradigms for news. City of News presented users with a virtual space in which they could see the relative importance of various stories, at a glance. For instance, the importance of a topic can be visually derived from size of a virtual building representing each topic. Topics are organized into “districts” of interest within the virtual space, so that users could navigate through financial, entertainment or shopping districts [34].
Later work on the City of News also investigated the use of a gesture-based interfaces intended to allow users more direct manipulation of the 3D scene [35].

Newsmap is a treemap-based visualization of Google News. Using the treemap visualization, Newsmap indicates the importance of a story by the relative size of each story rectangle. Stories are also grouped by color to indicate various categories such as entertainment, health, technology or business.

The interface supports filtering based on geographic data for a select group of
countries, and also lets users limit the visualization, based on keyword search through articles titles, descriptions, or sources [36].

2.2.1 3D Visualization

Throughout the nineties, there was a flurry of academic activity to examine the use of 3D concepts for everyday interfaces [4, 21, 29, 28, 1, 34]. The work of human-computer interaction pioneers such as Stuart Card, George Robertson and Jock Mackinlay at Xerox PARC, examined the potential of overcoming the limitations of two-dimensional interfaces by intelligently using a three-dimensional representation that considered the biological underpinnings of the human perceptual system [21]. Yet, despite a history of academic work, today's popular media interfaces such as Google Search, Bing Search, YouTube, Apple TV, Netflix and news sites such as the New York Times, Washington Post and the Boston Globe, remain largely constrained to visualizations on a two-dimensional plane.

![Figure 2-5: Spectra.](image)

One example of a 3D visualization applied to news is Spectra. Launched in 2008, Spectra by MSNBC provides a 3D news aggregator for NBC’s news feeds. Users select the high level topics of interest such as health, technology, entertainment, politics etcetera. The visualization arrays the latest articles from the feeds on the topics selected by the user in a rotating 3D spiral. In addition to selecting broad topics,
users can also perform keyword searches across the news feeds to include stories appearing in the feed about particular keywords of interest. Once a user selects an item of interest they wish to view, the stories are not embedded within the Spectra visualization itself, but rather the user is then redirected to a separate webpage where the content may be viewed.

As part of my thesis, I seek to reexamine the use of three-dimensional user interfaces for exploring world events in the current age of “Big Data” and when so much information is so readily capturable.
Chapter 3

Motivation

During early experimentations with user interface prototypes, it became clear that in order to develop dynamic, data-driven media experiences, we would need to invest a substantial amount of effort to building a suitable infrastructure. Towards this end, in collaboration with Dan Sawada and Robert Hemsley, we created a media gathering and analysis framework we call Constellation. The goal of Constellation is to create a smart repository for media that can power a host of user-facing applications that depend on visual media. Constellation provides the data that powers the WorldLens interface.

3.1 Constellation

In the World Wide Web, there are basic semantic markers that make it possible to extract information and order from hypertext documents. The all important hyperlink tag\(^1\), for example, explicitly maps out connections between various webpages, and becomes a useful tool for analysis in applications such as Google’s PageRank [24]. Other HTML tags such as, the header tags, emphasis tags (bold, italic, underlined) and more recently completely explicit OpenGraph metatags (e.g. og:description), provide markers for differentiating importance of content within a document. These

\(^1\)The \texttt{<a>} tag in HTML specifies a link relationship from one webpage to another and typically contains a URL as well as text describing the link. For instance \texttt{<a href=“target.html”>Description</a>
structures embedded in hypertext facilitate the creation of useful information retrieval applications.

Video content, however, does not contain quite the same structured and useful information at present. Data such as closed captions, audio and image frames are typically encapsulated within video container formats without semantic enrichment. Therefore, unlike the web where the content creators are the ones explicitly making structures apparent, we must perform additional work in an effort to recover the original structure embedded within the video so that we may better analyze the content.

\[\text{Occasionally video captions may contain indications to identify speakers but this is neither consistent across videos nor standard in whether the name of the speaker is identified or if simply several marker characters are used.}\]
3.2 Architecture

3.2.1 Overview Diagram

Figure 3-1: A high level overview of the architectural design of the Constellation system.

3.2.2 DVR and Web Crawler

The Constellation system begins with its inputs. At the Media Lab, we currently have thirty live feeds available to us from DirecTV. We created a programmable DVR that can record and transcode television programs from the Lab’s UDP network streams. We also have access to data from Tribune Media Services (TMS) from which we are able to retrieve metadata regarding the current television lineup. With both the content from DirecTV and the metadata from TMS we are able to, for example, record every television program available to use under the category of news. We can also target individual programs of interest for either inclusion of exclusion from our recording. In order to both capture the streams from the network, and also put them...
in a format suitable for visualization purposes, we use FFmpeg\(^3\) to transcode the streams.

In addition to content captured from live broadcast feeds, we also created a web video crawler that can scour the Internet for video and feed it through Constellation. The web video crawler currently supports video content from Youtube as well as the News Archive’s Television Archive, and is readily extendable to other video content repository. The web video crawler is currently seeded with Youtube news channels. Starting from the seed news sources, the crawler downloads, transcodes, and downsamples videos which it encounters and then dispatches the downsampled content to Constellation, while retaining a copy of the original high resolution content for user applications. The crawler is built using the Python Scrapy [14] framework, which allows for the rapid development of web crawlers as well as RabbitMQ [32] which provides the ability to create robust and distributed message queues. By using RabbitMQ, the crawler instance is able to continuously crawl the web for video while adding metadata for extractable content such as Youtube video URLs to a work queue. Then, separate worker processes are run in parallel to take videos off the queue, download the content, perform transcoding and consequently send video through Constellation for processing.

\subsection{Core}

Once the DVR or crawler has captured, transcoded, and downsampled content, a notification message is sent to the Constellation Core via HTTP containing metadata about the incoming content in JSON format [6]. Constellation by design, will then download the relevant media content specified in the notification JSON message. To avoid creating a monolithic system, this layer of abstraction between the Constellation core and the content sources is included to enhance scalability and modularity. Due to this design, an arbitrary number of DVR or Crawler services can be spawned across various machines to feed content through Constellation. Consequently, the

\(^3\)The program FFmpeg is a useful tool for capturing, encoding and manipulating a wide variety of video stream and file formats [2]
Table 3.1: Selected Constellation Modules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast</td>
<td>Sends out a message over the network to inform user-facing applications that a new video has been processed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Detector</td>
<td>Uses OpenCV’s Haar Classifier to detect faces within frames of video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Examines the closed captioning data and processes it through both the Open Calais and Alchemy API tools for named entity extraction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thumbnail</td>
<td>Creates thumbnail images to represent the video as well as an animated GIF of each frame at the scene boundary frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene</td>
<td>Detects scene cuts using the Openshot library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Constellation Core can simply download the files from the remote server, process the files, generate the appropriate metadata then delete the files after processing, as long term storage is provided by the original modules which retain higher resolution versions of the content for display purposes.

Once a video is downloaded successfully by the Constellation core, it is then ready for processing by individual modules.

### 3.2.4 Modules

In Constellation’s modular architecture, we can write code that will plug in to the media processing pipeline. For instance, we can create a module that is notified once a new video is downloaded by Constellation, and then could process the video container to analyze anything from closed-captioning, to audio, to the actual video. Furthermore, we can also create modules that can provide additional information at arbitrary points in the pipeline.

The broadcast module can send a broadcast message to notify external listeners (such as user-facing applications) that a new video has finished processing. This message is sent over the Ultimate Media Events server (developed by Jon Ferguson) which is a websocket message bus, and which allows any application to broadcast
Table 3.2: Constellation Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constellation Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StartFileDownload</td>
<td>Starting to download an incoming video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EndFileDownload</td>
<td>Finished downloading an incoming video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProcessRequest</td>
<td>New data received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoReady</td>
<td>New video ready for processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleanup</td>
<td>Finished all processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

messages to which desired client applications can choose to listen.

The face detector module runs through the frames of each video at a given interval (currently, it checks for a face every second in the video). When faces are detected, the module tracks how long the faces remain detectable, and provides a timeline of both when faces are viewable in scenes, as well as how many are detected. This module uses OpenCV [11] and its included Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier [12]. In particular, we currently use the classifier to detect objects matching OpenCV’s frontal face training dataset.

The frequency module processes the closed captioning data from a video, which is originally received in time coded SubRip (SRT) form. First the original time coded information is stored. Then the module converts the time coded data into plain text. Once in plain text form, the data is processed through both the OpenCalais and Alchemy APIs to extract named entities.

The scene module uses the open source Shotdetect tool created by John Mathe, to detect scene boundaries in video. In conjunction, with the thumbnail module this module allows us to generate a thumbnail for each distinct scene detected in the video, which we also use to generate a GIF containing the various scenes. Additionally, the scene module also helps us extract the relevant portion of a video when querying based on text. Instead of retrieving the entire video when text is matched, we can retrieve the relevant scene from in which the text is contained, by combining the data from the frequency and scene modules.
3.2.5 Database and Queries

The metadata generated by Constellation and the associated modules, are stored in a MongoDB database [7]. MongoDB was chosen due to its ease of use, compatibility with Python in which most of Constellation is written, and its NoSQL characteristics which lend flexibility. As opposed to traditional relational databases, such as MySQL or Postgres, MongoDB provides its users with the ability to dynamically update schemas. This makes adding or removing features and their associated persistent data quite simple in applications that run on top of MongoDB. In particular, the use of MongoDB allows us to rapidly add and remove modules to and from Constellation without having to update our database’s schema each time a change is made.

While MongoDB does provide ease of use and flexibility for agile development, these benefits do come at a cost. In particular, complex queries involving nested data structures can be slow. To remedy this drawback, we utilize Apache Solr [33] to perform indexing on the MongoDB database to speed up queries necessary for retrieving information from particular modules (for example, looking up all videos mentioning the country of Russia).

3.3 Article News Gathering

The basis for the article news gathering is a crawler, which like the web video crawler, is written in Python using the Scrapy Framework. Scrapy provides a reasonable skeleton on top of which custom web crawlers can quickly be written, by handling the crawling queue, and the easy creation of crawling rules. For example, Scrapy provides the ability to blacklist particular domains or URL types, or trigger special functionality such as when a page with a particular URL structure is encountered. The news crawler is first seeded to crawl Google News, which serves as a basis for the world event model and provides a starting point for determining both story clusters, and trending topics at the time of the crawl. Links to related stories clustered together in Google News are extracted by parsing the structure of the news page and are associated as a base group of links on a related story. After the group of links are
extracted, the crawler goes to the original news article pages and extracts the title of the article, publication date and time, as well as the page itself. Additionally, a screenshot of the page is captured at the time of the crawl by the Web Thumbnail Service (see more on the subsection for Web Thumbnail Service ahead). Once the data has been extracted from the page, the contents of each retrieved site’s title and body, are fed through two named entity extractors: Alchemy and Calais. In an effort to reduce spurious named entity recognition, the output of each extractor is treated as a vote and only unanimously voted entities are then registered as entities for the given news event.

In order to relate videos to news content, we rely on the closed captioning and the time of publication. As with the news articles, we run the video closed captioning through both Calais and Alchemy named entity extractors and use results from both systems as votes and only select unanimously agreed upon entities. Since video content typically trails articles, when a new video comes through from the web video crawler and a broadcast message is sent, we query the news API for news events 24 hours before and after the event start time. Both the Alchemy and Calais APIs provide relevance estimates, which aim to predict the relevance of a given named entity extracted to the text submitted for analysis. If there are at least two entities in common between the video and a news story cluster with relevancy\textsuperscript{4} thresholds above twenty percent, then a match is considered to have been found and an associated is created between the video and the news story cluster.

### 3.3.1 Web Thumbnail Service

The reason for gathering news articles is in order to display them, however it would be impractical to load thousands or even hundreds of nested web pages (i.e. iframes) into the browser’s Document Object Model (DOM) at this time. To work around this limitation, as mentioned previously, each time a news web page is visited by the crawler, it dispatches a separate thread to capture an image of the page at the time

\textsuperscript{4}The relevancy is a value returned by both the Alchemy and OpenCalais APIs and is a measure for the relevance of an entity to a given portion of text.
Crawler submits URL to snapshot

Compute MD5 hash of URL

Does a file with the MD5 hash already exist? No
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Figure 3-2: Flow diagram for the Web Thumbnail Service

of the visit. Due to the large number of web pages whose thumbnails would need to be indexed, we needed to create a service that would not simply display an image on demand, but also that would cache the results.

In order to achieve this, we built a web and file system wrapper around the node-webshot library [18]. The node-webshot library itself is a wrapper around PhantomJS, which is a “headless Webkit scriptable” browser client [13]. Images are captured, as necessary, by having a PhantomJS client navigate to a target page and then the rendered HTML page is converted in memory to an image.

The Web Thumbnail Service accepts a URL as input. First, the MD5 hash of the URL is computed. Then a file system lookup is performed to examine if a file exists in the web snapshot directory with the filename equivalent to the MD5 hash of the input URL. If a file corresponding to the computed hash exists, by default the service
returns the existing file. If no such file exists, the service utilizes the aforementioned
node-webshot library to capture an image of the page and returns the newly generated
image. The service also accepts an optional parameter of a snapshot overwrite flag. If
this flag is set to true, then the service will attempt to retrieve the latest version of
the website and overwrite any previous image.
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Design Iterations

4.1 First Iteration

From the early stages of the Ultimate Media initiative, we were intrigued by the possibilities of creating a 3D user interface and experience. One of our first iterations towards a visual media content explorer was inspired by a visualization created by Bluefin Labs.

![Figure 4-1: BlueFin Labs illustration](image)

The visualization illustrates two planes: at the bottom of the figure is content plane and above it in parallel is the social plane. Lines highlight relationships be-
tween people and content, while arcs represent social connections between people. Building off this initial illustration, I created a first version of an interactive 3D content navigator.

As in the Bluefin illustration, the first prototype had two planes: a social and content plane. Lines between the two planes highlighted relationships between content and people (for example, which people like which programs). Different categories of content could quickly be recalled from the plane through the use of spherical topic selectors. Once a topic selector was chosen, the related content for that topic would fly forward, and the user could simply click nearby videos to cycle through the set of content.
The main impetus behind introducing the concept of a content plane was to challenge the traditional notion of channels. Channels are an essential component of a broadcast system and today’s television interfaces are built around the structure of broadcasters and content providers. However, the notion of a channel does not necessarily reflect an optimal experience for users. With the content plane videos could be laid out in a grid, and users could utilize selectors to filter through to the content they liked and simply zoom in to start watching.

4.2 Second Iteration

While in the first iteration we began by looking at exploring narrative entertainment, my focus quickly shifted towards examining news content. While the focus shifted to news, I still wanted to carry over some of the principles we had started focusing on in the narrative space. A second design prototype looked at mapping news content to a sphere. The idea was to bring to life the convenience of scrolling across a globe to quickly and seamlessly discover content and news around the world.
The design also included an inner word cloud as an atmospheric layer that would provide additional information relating to keywords in nearby content. This addition was meant to begin a journey towards creating data-driven interfaces. Other steps in the direction of utilizing data behind the content of the globe arrangement motif included an iteration where links were drawn between the inner word cloud layer and video. One drawback, however to this particular approach was that the 3D lines
tended to clutter the visualization and it was difficult to get an understanding of the related content at a glance when attempting to highlight multiple connections at once.

### 4.3 Third Iteration

A third design prototype looked at a more, two-dimensional grid like structure while retaining use of the z-axis for descriptive categorization.

![Figure 4-6: 2D layout with z-axis used for description.](image)

This design iteration examined using distance in the x and y planes to indicate topical similarity. While previous iterations focused solely on visualizing video content, this iteration began considering the integration of other media such as still images and webpages.

One of the concepts that this iteration considered exploring, but was ultimately abandoned, was a *tabula rasa* approach, where users would start with a minimally populated interface and could then populate the space with keywords, which would be represented by the colored group planes. The idea was to allow users the option to generate, prioritize and layout content planes of interest. Instead of remaining static these content planes could be “pinned” to keywords or topics such that the latest videos for the given keyword or topic would appear in the particular plane. The interface supported spatially rearranging these planes via dragging and dropping.
Additionally, this iteration experimented with the inclusion of live content from broadcast television. Live television was incorporated in HTML 5 video by capturing and transcoding the UDP webstream and converting it into an HTTP WebM container format stream using the VP8 and Ogg video and audio codecs respectively.

### 4.4 Fourth Iteration

A fourth design prototype returned to the basics of a fundamentally two-dimensional grid, but retained the zoom capabilities of a camera that could pan over a large sheet of content.

![Figure 4-7: 2D media grid](image)

In this iteration, elements could be rearranged as users could drag, drop and delete items from the grid at will, and resize items. The concept at this stage was to explore the notion of allowing users the ability to semantically “pin” content. For instance, the interface explored allowing users the ability to pin videos relating to “politics” to the top of the media grid.

### 4.5 Fifth Iteration

The fifth iteration examined the use of a three-dimensional grid. In this iteration, news items were laid out in space such that the x-axis represented the time of a
particular news event, the y-axis represented media coverage, and the z-axis provided space for perusing the related media to the story. With the final use case of a touch screen in mind, this iteration integrated the use of multitouch gestures such as pinch to zoom, pan, and swipe.

Figure 4-8: The WorldLens 3D media grid

4.6 Sixth Iteration

The sixth iteration refined the original approach of the original three-dimensional grid approach. The spacing between items on the z-axis was dramatically reduced, as this appeared to provide a clearer representation. With items far away, as the camera panned or rotated, items in the distant background would become distracting would often confuse the visual aesthetic of discrete grid rows and columns. By packing items closer together, the visual appearance of a three-dimensional grid remained more intact.

This sixth iteration also included additional components beyond the three-dimensional grid. This iteration included the ability to rotate the camera such that the grid could be viewed as a histogram highlighting the most frequently mentioned stories, as well as basic feature for filtering stories by country.
The impetus for adding these additional views, was primarily driven to facilitate the exploration process for users. By including these two additional avenues, the World Lens provides users three primary dimensions among which users can freely explore depending on how they want to understand what is happening, be it based on time, category, or location.

Throughout these designs and preliminary user tests, certain lessons emerged. Arbitrary use of 3D or even 2D space can be confusing and underutilizes the affordances of space. Lines must be used judiciously so that they serve to clarify and not clutter visualization. Text remains an important way to learn more, so even in visualizations that rely heavily on images and video, there should a way for a user to get more textual information as needed.

Figure 4-9: Early 3D media grid
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Interface, Interaction and Evaluation

5.1 Interface and Interaction

The final version of the interface includes elements drawn from the progressive evolution of previous design iterations. While my personal interests in the visualization lay deeply tied to the temporal aspect of news, I found through discussion with users that a topical view and a geographic view were elements of exploration that merited consideration for inclusion in the interface.

5.1.1 Grid View

The interface begins with a presentation of the news arrayed in a three-dimensional grid. The x-axis of the grid represents time, the y-axis is inversely proportional to story frequency, and the z-axis contains the depth, or related content for each story.

Users can pan over the news grid, pinch to zoom in or out, and double tap a story to activate the original content. When a user double taps a story item that is a news article, the item expands and the original webpage is presented, with which the user can interact. This allows users the ability to see stories at a glance and in such a way that they can easily read headlines and see prominent images in article pages, but
at the same time easily access the original article for more in-depth information as needed.

For video content, the content selected by the user with the double tap action is played. Users can swipe an event stack to see more content about the same story, thereby allowing users to explore the z-axis of the grid.
5.1.2 Topic View

Users can also switch to a topical view, which presents a 3D bar chart style visualization of the most trending story groups in the news. In this view of the data, users can also swipe through the grouped stacks to get a glance of media about a particular story.

![Figure 5-3: The topic view.](image)

Further, users can also double tap a grouped topic stack to launch into a timeline grid for the story. This view affords users a sense of how a given topic has ebbed and flowed over time.
5.1.3 Geographic View

The geographic view of the world is rendered using the D3 Datamaps library [10]. The Datamaps library provides a convenient SVG based representation of the world, making it easy to individually address countries of interest.

Figure 5-5: The geographic view.

The map view allows users to quickly browse the world for news. The map is aug-
mented with a heatmap visualization, illustrating on a color scale the countries with recent activity. The color of each country is determined based on a score calculated by computing the time delta for each story cluster discussing the country times the number of related media items in each story cluster. The data are divided into three groups, where the lowest third of scores are colored blue, the next third are orange, and the highest scoring third are colored red.

Users can simply pan and zoom over the map. When users see a country of interest, they may select a country by tapping it. The visualization will then shift to nearly center the selected country and will display a stack of related stories. The stack of stories are kept slightly off center with the three-dimensional camera view so as to highlight the depth of the stack of stories related to the particular country.

![Figure 5-6: The stack of related stories in the map view.](image)

Once a country stack is active, users may swipe backwards or forwards to move through the stories which are initially displayed in reverse chronological order. When a user finds a story of interest they may double tap the story to expand and activate the related content.
5.2 User Evaluation

A user study was conducted to examine the WorldLens system (see Appendix B). Users were asked to perform a series of tasks that involved navigating the WorldLens interface, as well as tasks that were aimed at evaluating users’ understanding of the system. After the tasks were performed, users were asked a series of questions to evaluate their experiences.

5.2.1 Equipment

Evaluations were performed running the WorldLens system on a Planar 84-inch multitouch display. The display was connected to a custom built computer with the following core components: an Intel i7-4771 3.5 gigahertz quadcore processor, 16 gigabytes of Corsair DDR3 RAM, an NVIDIA K5000 containing 4 gigabytes of GDDR5 video memory, a 1 terrabyte hard drive with 7200 RPM from Seagate, and a gigabit ethernet network interface from the ECS Z87H3-A2X motherboard. The computer was running a 64-bit version of the Ubuntu 13.04 operating system.

5.2.2 Collected Data

By way of background, users were asked regarding any prior experience with 3D interfaces. 75% of the users surveyed responded that they used 3D interfaces (excluding video games) less than one time per month.
These responses align with my initial observation in 2.2.1 that the mainstream adoption of 3D interfaces remains limited.

Additionally as a background question users were asked what they considered to be the most important facet of a news story.

Over 60% of responses indicated that the topic of a news story was the most important facet of a news story. This was an interesting result for me, as I had previously considered the temporal facet (i.e. the recency) as the most important facet.

Fully 100% of users responded that using WorldLens they would be at least more likely to explore news from other countries.
50% of users indicated that they prefer a 2D interface for news exploration.

The aforementioned preference notwithstanding, 75% responded that they felt WorldLens strongly provided them with an understanding of what is happening in the world.
87.5% of users reported the overall usefulness of WorldLens as good or excellent.

5.2.3 User Feedback

Users provided valuable feedback based on their experience utilizing WorldLens. Some of the feedback included enhancements around interactions, for instance: providing multiple ways to minimize content in WorldLens after it is expanded, and adding a labeled axis to highlight the spatial mappings of the 3D time grid. Additionally, several asked about the possibility for versions of WorldLens that could run on phones, tablets or laptops with multitouch.
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Future Work and Additional Applications

6.1 Mobility

The ubiquity of smartphones and tablets and consequently the large number of users who rely on their mobile devices for the latest information, make the development of a mobile interface a promising next step. It turns out that since the WorldLens user interface was written using WebGL, it actually is technically able to run on modern mobile devices supporting web implementations of OpenGL. However, as the experience was developed with a large screen in mind the visualization is very taxing on utilization across: CPU for animating many elements simultaneously, network for simultaneously loading many images, and memory (both main and GPU) usage for storing the data structures and loading images off the network and into textures that can be manipulated in 3D.

One quick and potential solution would be to simply scale down the number of elements, so that the current visualization runs smoothly on mobile devices. However, I think that the mobile experience deserves a solution that isn’t a mere retrofitting, as other design considerations come into mind with the mobile environment such as intermittent network connectivity and battery life.

Beyond ostensible constraints the mobile environment also offers potential advan-
tages such as improved location resolution. While modern web geolocation tools can give a rough approximation of a user’s location, in the WorldLens living room environment this location is largely static. With mobile, this information is not only available at a higher resolution with GPS and WiFi positioning data, but it is also dynamic and can provide new opportunities to explore the news in the world around. Perhaps a scenario where a user can simply hold up their phone and see an augmented overlay of the surrounding news and it need not just show local news. Location history may also provide intelligent clues for daily routines, which can also be rolled into features for mobile news delivery.

6.2 Personalization

There are several additional features that could be useful in the WorldLens system in the realm of personalization. Currently, the system does not employ a personalization mechanism. One benefit of not having a personalization system, is that it can help avoid “filter bubbles.” Eli Pariser writes in his book “The Filter Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding From You”:

Ultimately, the filter bubble can affect your ability to choose how you want to live . . . You may think you’re the captain of your own destiny, but personalisation can lead you down a road to a kind of informational determinism in which what you’ve clicked on in the past determines what you see next - a web history you’re doomed to repeat. You can get stuck in a static, ever narrowing version of yourself - an endless you-loop. [25]

That said, there are certain aspects of WorldLens where a selective application of personalization could be useful. For instance, features could be added so that users could customize the visualization based on the textual or temporal extent of content, and the system could learn user habits automatically by monitoring the system usage. Perhaps at eight o’clock in the morning before commuting to work, a user only views news items that are brief and can be finished in a minute or two, versus perhaps the evening when he or she may have more time and prefers to view longer content.
6.3 Meaningfulness Per Unit Time

In the context of timeboxed viewing, another potential area for exploration that captured my interest would be to try and rank content by the useful data conveyed per unit time. For instance, given two videos that are discussing the Ukraine, is it possible to determine which video a user would be better off watching for purposes of efficiently learning about the Ukraine.

Part of the problem will be determining the “entropy” of the video’s meaningfulness, which may be relative to the user. In absolute terms, and for any user, if all the video is doing is repeating the same one fact over and over again, then it clearly has low entropy in terms of meaningfulness. A more complicated, but perhaps more interesting approach, would also consider the video’s entropy in relation to the data a user already knows. In relative user terms, if all the video is doing is repeating the same facts a user is already aware of, then it clearly has low entropy meaningfulness to the user. It would also be interesting to examine questions of: could I get the same information diet faster from reading newspaper article A versus video B. It would be interesting to examine questions such as: for which types of stories does video consistently trump text (or vice versa), which sources across the various media types provide the most efficient news content, and which provide the least efficient.

From a purely factual point of view, the implementation could begin with a simple approach such as measuring the facts mentioned in a video divided by its length, or the facts contained in an article relative to length of the article.

6.4 Knowledge Mapping

Towards this end, and in the spirit of Vannevar Bush’s forward thinking, one concept that has piqued my curiosity is the potential for understanding the knowledge individuals hold. What if we could capture every piece of information individuals encountered? If we could actually understand all the news content a person was aware of, we could specifically present stories targeted to filling gaps in peoples’ knowledge of
current events or at the very least hide redundant floods of “breaking news”. Perhaps today this could be achieved through a combination of audio and video monitoring. Devices such as Google’s Glass are potentially well positioned to capture all the information we collect in the course of a day. Perhaps within the century, we will have brain-computer interfaces which will sit at the nexus of the sensory inputs of our eyes and ears. Either way, the ability to understand what we do and do not know (what Donald Rumsfeld termed “known knowns” and “known unknowns” [30]) could fundamentally alter how we understand the world events around us, and relieve some of the mental congestion that results from the deluge of redundant information.
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Conclusion

This thesis illustrates a system for aggregating media across multiple source types, as well as an interface that enables people to explore the world around them. The WorldLens system affords users a rich, visual, interactive portrait. From news articles to video, users can readily discover world happenings across content platforms that are typically isolated. The goal of this work is primarily to enable people to better answer the question “what is happening in the world?” By aggregating content, generating metadata and creating multiple views, the WorldLens system enables users to answer that question in terms of time, geography and topic.

Along the way to achieving the vision for WorldLens, we created the Constellation system which provides an extensible framework for media analysis, and a foundation on top of which several applications. From news aggregation and remixing to exploration, to social video tracking, multiple additional media rich application have been constructed. We anticipate the Constellation system will provide a fruitful blueprint for future work as well as a useful platform for future media applications and experiments.
Appendix A

Constellation Wall Visualization

A.1 Overview

The Constellation Wall was created to provide a sense of the inner workings of the Constellation system. The six foot by eight foot wall was constructed using wood and drywall. The wall provides room to manage power cabling to eight iPads which are mounted on the wall and display content passing through the Constellation framework. Additionally, a short-throw projector mounted on the ceiling augments the experience with graphical overlays on the wall and around the iPads.

A.2 Interaction

By default, the wall initially shows the last 8 videos processed through the system. Additionally, using events from Constellation, the wall dynamically updates as new content passes through the system and new videos are automatically added into the display.

There are two basic forms of interactions with the wall. Users may tap the screen of any of the playing tablets. When this happens, the touched iPad begins to “glow” (via an projected overlay), and the video momentarily pauses as the metadata for the corresponding video shown is gathered. Once all the metadata is gathered and ready, a control signal is sent from the server, and “comets” are overlayed via projection.
shooting out from the glowing iPad that was touched. These comets represent the metadata gleaned by Constellation, and a list of the metadata templates which are visualized are listed in Section A.4. As soon as a comet contacts an iPad, the display of the iPad is updated to reflect the metadata represented by the comet. Users can tap again to restore the visualization to its original state.

Additionally, using a tablet installed in front of the wall, users may travel through time to explore the processed videos over time. By twisting a virtual dial on the control tablet, users may navigate the time dimension of the videos Constellation has processed. As users move through time, a timeline is projected onto the top of the wall which in addition to serving as a way to jumping to particular points in time, includes information on the number of videos processed.

A.3 System Architecture

The wall visualization system’s software was built using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Node JS [8] and Socket.io [26] are used to manage communication between the various iPads. A coordinator server was built to handle the querying from the Constellation API. The coordination server manages the various time sensitive aspects of the visualization, such as animation synchronization, as well as the data gathering. Instead of having each client fetch data itself, the coordinator server simply supplies each tablet client application with the data it needs.

A.4 Templates

The visualization system includes a series of visualization templates, which illustrate particular pieces of data that Constellation records about videos. Currently these include templates that visualize the following metadata:

- Subtitles
- Named entities
• Location

• Scene cuts

• Related news articles

A.5 Images of the Exhibit

Figure A-1: The Constellation Wall.
Figure A-2: The Constellation Wall, short-throw projector and kiosk.
Appendix B

User Evaluation

B.1 Survey

B.1.1 Background

How often do you check the news?

- Less than once a month
- Monthly
- Daily
- Hourly
- Multiple times per hour

Which facet of a news event is most important to you?

- Geography
- Topic
- Time (Recency)
- Other

In your daily computer usage do you use 3D interfaces? (excluding video games)

- Less than once a month
- Monthly
- Daily
- Hourly
- Multiple times per hour
B.1.2 Tasks

Locate a story and view related content items from at least 3 different sources. Did the related content impact your understanding of the story?

No Impact Minor Impact Neutral Moderate Impact Strong Impact
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Locate the latest major news story. Were you able to easily accomplish this?

Not at all Somewhat Neutral Moderately Strongly
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Did the ability to view multiple news sources within the same interface impact your news experience?

No Impact Minor Impact Neutral Moderate Impact Strong Impact
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Navigate to the topic view. Does this view reflect current trending topics?

Not at all Somewhat Neutral Moderately Strongly
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

View the history of two topics. Did the history view aid in your ability to understand the topic?

Not at all Somewhat Neutral Moderately Strongly
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
View the latest news from any African country. Were you able to easily accomplish this?

Not at all  Somewhat  Neutral  Moderately  Strongly

View atleast 3 news story clusters with associated video. How do you rate the relevance of video to the news cluster?

Bad  Poor  Neutral  Good  Excellent

B.1.3 Post Usage Questions

Would you use a 3D interface for news?

No chance  Unlikely  Neutral  Likely  Very Likely

Would prefer a 2D or 3D interface for your news exploration?

2D  No Preference  3D

Would you be more likely to explore news from other countries?

No chance  Unlikely  Neutral  Likely  Very Likely

Which view(s), if any, best presented any news stories you were unaware of but found interesting?
Did WorldLens provide you with an understanding of what is happening in the world?

Not at all  Somewhat  Neutral  Moderately  Strongly

Would you use WorldLens?

Not at all  Somewhat  Neutral  Moderately  Strongly

Assess the overall usefulness of the tool.

Bad  Poor  Neutral  Good  Excellent

B.1.4 General Comments

Please include any additional thoughts, comments, suggestions or questions you may have in the space below.

Comments:
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